Summer of Fire

Heroes: A Community Saved

T

Surrounded By Ring of Fire
Hayfork, Denny, Ruth
& Hyampom

oday, one of the most lucrative industries in
California is fighting forest fires. Poised to
cost nearly $2 billion dollars this year, it now has
he Fork Complex consisted of over 40 fires, all of which were
become a means to destroy entire communities.
ignited by lightning July 30, 2015. Currently 5 are still unconWhen hundreds of lightning strikes turned Northtained and are composing the Fork Complex (Barker, Peak, Rail, Shiern California forests into an inferno of 20 major
ell, Big Foot, and Blue Fire). All fires being managed by California
fires this past week, in the midst of tragedy a new
Interagency Incident Management Team 1 (Jerry McGowan CIIMT#1
hero was born.
Ron Bravo CALFIRE CIIMT#1). The current mandatory evacuaDeep within Northern California sits a small hamtion for Tule Creek and Wildwood residences remains in place, until
let of an indigenous tribe, the Hmong, that emifurther notice. 200 California National Guardsmen are working on
grated to the US when Saigon fell. The primitive
the Fork Complex fires. 36,285
tribal Hmong were America’s loyal ally that fought
acres burnt with 65% containalongside US servicemen, with their hand carved
ment. The South Complex in
bows and arrows, teaching them how to operate
the Hyampom area consists of
and survive within the dense mountainous jungle.
the Castle, York, and Pattison
With certain death awaiting them for their loyalty
Fires, all of which were startto America, over 100,000 came to America seted by lightning July 29 and 30
tling mostly in farm communities with half settling
with Commander Rick Young in California. Some of them found inexpensive 5
Northern California Interagency
acre parcels in the high mountain terrain of Trinity
continued
Bar 717 Ranch in Hyampom, about 4:15PM on July 30th, 2015,
County. Until this fire, known as the Blue Fire that
on page 8
taken during the lightning storm that preceded the South Complex.
moved into the Trinity Pines Ranch subdivision,
Photo Credit: Jacob Hoadley.
the Hmong were shunned by the locals. The Trinity Blue Fire crosses Hwy 36 into Trinity Pines
County Planning Dept. refuses to give them permits to
build the homes they want to build, telling them they
can live in shacks as if they deserve nothing more.
In Trinity County when others ran for their lives abandoning home and animals to over 100 feet high and
wide walls of sheer flames, the Hmong people ran with
water and shovels toward the flames! Without any fire
engine or fire equipment of any kind, over 300 Hmong
brought their pickup trucks with water tanks and garden hoses and buckets, attacking the 100 foot flames.
They had no specialized gear to protect them, no masks,
no boots, they fought in flip-flops, shorts and t-shirts.
The women drove the trucks back and forth bringing
new loads of water to the men. When hoses would not
reach, the men and women used the bucket brigade of
old to douse flames in the steep terrain. Desperate to
stop the wall of fire, those without shovels to dig the
fire line, got on the ground and dug with their fingers, raking away debris to put down a dry fire line
to stop the fire. When the locals that were running for
their lives, saw the astounding courage of the Hmong
fighting, they turned around and joined them. Courage
must be a contagious virtue.
continued on page 4
Hmong fighting blaze with hose
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1st wolf pack in calif in 50 years

T

he California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) has photographic evidence of five gray wolf
pups and two adults in Northern California. After trail cameras recorded a lone canid in May and
July, CDFW deployed additional cameras, one of which took multiple photos showing five pups, which
appear to be a few months old and others showing individual adults. Because of the proximity to the
original camera locations, it is likely the adult previously photographed in May and July is associated
with the group of pups.“This news is exciting for California,” said Charlton H. Bonham, CDFW Director. “We knew wolves would
eventually return home to the
state and it appears now is
the time.”CDFW has designated this group (comprised
of two adults and five pups)
the Shasta Pack.Wild wolves
historically inhabited California, but were extirpated.
Aside from these wolves and
the famous wolf OR7 who
entered California in December 2011, the last confirmed
wolf in the state was here in
1924. OR7 has not been in
California forcontinued
moreonthan
a
Shasta Pack wolf pups
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Hot Coffee, Therapy & Sex

Having read about people having strange sex on
airplanes, which we should not do, is disturbing. FetishYou know, this is a very sad situation when the Pow- es, be they hot coffee on the genitals, or having relations
ers that be are abusing us and creating fear in our minds with county supervisors, can make for strange bedfeland emotions; and the other Powers that be have their eyes lows. If people want to hurt themselves sexually, they
wide open and see what is going on and do nothing about it. should refrain from it in public.
Whistleblower Who Harvested
They are treating the effect when the cause is starring them
Admitting he has had to have sex therapy because of
Aborted Baby Parts Inside Planned Parright in the face; when they are told the truth they do not second degree burns on his little appendage is a bit out
enthood Clinics for StemExpress Describes
even listen, investigate or believe. People do not believe there, and why does his wife need to be in therapy, she
“Most Difficult Experience I Had There”
our government would do what they are doing to us for the did not have coffee poured onto her. I mean we all know
In Latest Documentary Episode: The third
last “ten thousand years!” They do not believe, even though what cold water does. Perhaps she doesn’t know what
episode in a new documentary web series
it is actually happening to them. Are they dumber than an to do with such an owie. Is Sceper getting therapy from
and 7th video on Planned Parenthood’s
ostrich? These Powers that be are causing tension between Fendley, or Murray, or both? And what are their wives
supply of aborted fetal tissue tells a former
every one and everything and people are blaming each other. doing while the therapy is going on? Helping? Did Maprocurement technician’s harrowing story
Our money is monopoly, our food is being poisoned, the air son feel left out, so he shot himself? Did Sceper leave
of harvesting an intact brain from a latewe breathe is loaded with heavy metals, sprayed upon us by Mason for Murray and Fendley? Is Fendley’s wife helpterm male fetus whose heart was still beatthose planes flying in the stratosphere, way above the Com- ing Sceper’s wife, and if so how? And does he have a
ing after the abortion.
mercial airplanes, leaving those white trails in the sky, which license for such things? I wouldn’t let any of these misturn into haze and hide the rays of the sun. Holes have been creants around my kids, and no one else should either,
Dear Senator- Dr. Alan Bates:
deliberately poked in the protective ozone layer so that now, they are not safe.
Oregon needs to eliminate funding to
the Ultraviolet Index is “very high” and “extremely high,”
Then, we have Dick Murray, an unlicensed sex theraPlanned Parenthood. Planned Parenthood
even here in Siskiyou County, registering 8-11. Are they just pist, who has decided to pollinate the plants. This brings
abortion procedures funding needs to be
going to sit there and also let HAARP hold a High Pres- up some interesting questions. How many male plants
disengaged from the public money flow.
sure system off the Coast of California, creating a drought would it take to produce the pollen to seed all marijuaThe one procedure, abortion - especially
for the last four to ten years? We have barely had a decent na plants in Trinity county? It would take more than
abortion as a means of birth control needs
snow fall in the last consecutive ten years. This is happening could be grown and still be in compliance, hundreds of
to be funded by private money, private
world wide. We have been divided into Regions, our guns thousands, and how would they harvest the pollen? Bees
foundations. “The Woopie Goldberg founthreatened by Legislation, freedoms of: speech, religion, as- and wind? This just demonstrates the stupidity of these
dation for woman’s right to choose” or
sembly, the press and right to petition our government have people.
similar. This private money funding would
been attacked with a vengeance; we have had the murder of
They would obtain, violating Federal law, male hemp
relieve the trespass of PP on the moral pro
abortion promoted as legal, the marriage of same sex, spe- plants. From who, and where, and would you transport
life people. PP efforts to treat STD’s and
cial bathrooms for people born as a boy who want to be a them over state lines, a felony? Where would you plant
so forth, not a bad thing at all. Their killing
girl and vice versa. Any thing is just fine, who cares about them? On someone’s private property without their perby the thousands however.... and asking
morals, spiritual things, the Constitution and correct ways mission? Be fun to watch you get your ass kicked for
the church and the moral to pay for that,
of governing. Where are our Freedoms and Liberties? What it. Or would you plant them on Federal land? I would
not a reconcilable situation. Morally...
happened to “God Bless America” and pride in our Flag? love to turn you in for that, then you could learn sex
most of the faith communities find funding
Why has the United Nations been allowed to take over 67 of tricks other than hot coffee on genitals from your fellow
life ending procedures abhorrent. Medical
our Parks and Heritage sites, as well as our Armed Services? inmates.
abortion procedures that weight the viabilWhy were we made “Enemies of the State,” in March of
These guys, Murray and Sceper both live in Hayfork,
ity of infants, viability of the life of the
1933, by Franklin D. Roosevelt, who also took away our pri- and you people over there let them? Idiots. Do not sell
mother.....are the fate of man. All people
vate gold or we would be arrested; and then in 1973, Nixon them food or supplies or water or soil for their own
struggle with these sorts of morality decitook us off the gold standard per the Federal Reserve Board, grows, or anything else. If a Remax office building is not
sions. Planned Parenthood’s ghoulish bewhich controls all of our money, I mean Currency. Money in compliance with the ADA crap, which of course they
havior for profit is black and white, as is
is backed by gold and currency is worthless. You all know are, as they have to be to be signed off by the building intheir performance of termination of viable
what happened to Rome. However, we need to stop “fiddle spectors, your little stores and shops, many built long bepregnancies. I am not a medical doctor.....
de fiddlen.” With that said those of us who know what is fore the stupidity of the ADA was passed, are vulnerable
but I work at a morgue. I have some pergoing on must take the lead. God will help us if we help to the boy’s attacks. Perhaps some of you Hayforkians
spective on death. I have seen dead baourselves. We are not Sinners; we can be Lightbearers, for could meet at the boy’s homes, to inspect code complibies... handled them. I have looked a their
as Jesus said, “Behold, the Kingdom of God is within you?” ances. If they threaten to sue because you refuse service,
faces. Personally, it is beyond my compreHe also said, the works that he did, we could also do, even you could meet them in the parking lot and have a “talk”.
hension how medical people could kill the
greater works. Do you know why we are becoming more Or call law enforcement, as they are trespassing. These
little ones,repeatedly - day after day. There
under the control of this Invisible Government? There are punk cowards will leave with enough pressure.
is a man on 11th Street in Eugene that will
more of us than there are of them, and they feel an urgency
Sceper poured coffee on himself in 1987, and he still
perform third trimester abortions. I use the
to create a military situation of control while they still have claims disability? We want that investigated. Does he
term “man”, I probably need to study and
time, because many of us are waking up. Yet, the Powers that have a disabled parking plaque? He should be made to
learn the definition of the word.
be in each County have been blinded by their own ignore- forfeit it. Hot water burns do not last 30 years, nor is
		
Mark James Johnson
ance and ignorant attitudes. Do they not know when they someone disabled by hot coffee at all. Liar. We demand
		
Grants Pass, OR
have been behaviorized? Why do you think the Powers want a pubic, oops, sorry, public showing of the scene of the
to take away all guns? We MUST DEFEND ourselves from crime, send it via utube to the disabilities people as proof
Disclaimer: This paper does not advocate or endorse any activitheir Tyranny!
Nita Still
he no longer is disabled. I am sure he has selfies with his
ties that are in violation of Federal, State, or Local laws. Title 17
therapists to document such things. Truly disturbing.
U.S.C. section 107: In compliance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section
107, TRINITY GAZETTE is distributed free, without profit to
And Still Nothing Has Been Done
			
Arnold Ziffle
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Obese Lesbians
use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the
live: I wonder if it would be possible to sue the United States
At a cost of $3.5 million the National Institute of
copyright owner. We are making such material available in our
Forest Service for the accumulation of biofuels as a result of
efforts to advance understanding of environmental, political, huHealth (NIH) released its’ findings recently followman rights, economic, democracy, scientific, and social justice
them mis-managing “federal” forestlands? Their mismanageing a two-year study to determine “why” a majority
issues, etc. We believe this constitutes a ‘fair use’ of any such
ment was noted by none other than Secretary of Agriculture
copyrighted material of US Copyright Law.
of lesbians in America are obese. (This is someVilsack when he visited Weaverville a couple of years ago, and
thing I’ve wondered about for years.) Although
the Trinity Forest Collaborative was the result. I was one of the
it is never explained just how the NIH estimates
TRINITY GAZETTE
initial members of that group, so I was witness to the expression
that “75%” of all American lesbians are obese, the
Trinity County’s
“When all is said and done, there’s been more said than done.” In
study ultimately places direct blame for this embarReal News Source
other words, NOTHING but petty bickering had happened from
rassing statistic on “lower athletic self esteem.”
Address all mail to:
that group in the first year of its existence, so I withdrew from the
Sure looks to me like these worthless Democrats
Editor, Diane Richards
senseless noise. The people running the group were adamant that
at the National Institute of Health need something
Trinity Gazette
whatever the Forest Service had already planned was not going to
better to do with their time. And I think their “esP O Box 501 change, despite the admission of mismanagement on the part of
timated” percentage of obese lesbians has missed
Hayfork, Calif. 96041
the Forest Service, so what was the point of the group besides letthe mark! Here in Lewiston “all” our lesbians are
For customer service,
ting the locals spin their wheels? The main argument was “Unless
fat. (And this only makes sense.) Once these ladies
money can be made, nobody is going to do anything in the NaSUBSCRIPTIONS and news
“hook-up,” (or marry a man) they just let themtional Forests”! NEVER MIND DOING THE RIGHT THING!!
tips call: (650) 296-2169 or
selves go..., like all the rest. Why bother? What I
Somebody with enough bucks behind them should sue the United
email to
don’t understand is how the NIH managed to spend
States Forest Service for gross dereliction of duty, endangering the
wethepeople2007@gmail.com
$3.5 million on this study.				
public and disregarding public safety, PLEASE!
www.trinitygazette.net
		
Hamid Bombsaway			
		
Ray
Schar		
Weaverville
		
Lewiston
© 2014 Trinity Gazette

Planned Parenthood Aborted
Baby’s Heart Still Beating in
Late-Term Organ Harvesting

What Happened To God Bless America?

Experts Speak Out on Evidence of
Geo-Engineering Catastrophe
I attended the Engineering Earth presentation
the evening of Friday, 14 August at the David Marr
Auditorium in Redding, and I would like to report
some good news. Everyone loves a happy ending,
and like I said I would LIKE to report some good
news, but I cannot, so be prepared for the worst finale
imaginable if you read any further.
Doors opened at 4pm and the audience capacity of
1,000 was attained by the time the program began at
7pm, with information in the form of DVDs and flyers outside the auditorium itself. Radio and television
host John B. Wells was the emcee and introduced one
expert guest speaker after another, after quipping that
the phrase ‘conspiracy theorist’ should be replaced
with ‘Lie Detector’. The guest speakers were former
CA Fish and Game biologist Allan Buckmann, former U.S. Forest Service biologist Francis Mangels,
former U.S. Department of Agriculture farm specialist Rosalind Peterson, former defense industry technician Mark McCandlish, anti-geoengineering legal
team attorney Mr. Blackwell, and U.S. Navy veteran
and anti-geoengineering activist Mario Ramirez.
Presenters spoke on claims by NASA that “persistent
contrails” (which the public calls chemtrails) are a
major cause of “global warming”, and are composed
mainly of aluminum, barium, and strontium nanoparticles in the form of piezoelectric crystals which more
easily penetrate biological organisms through the skin
or in the lungs. One of the biologists spoke on the effects that chemtrails have on our food supply because,
while airborne, these clouds of nanoparticles block
natural sunlight and prevent photosynthesis in plants,
and in California alone there are some 20 companies
involved in weather modification that affects the central valley farms.
Since 2006 the Mount Shasta snow pack has contained 13 times the ‘safe’ limit of aluminum (60,000
parts per million), and increasing numbers of local insects (honeybees’ Colony Collapse Disorder has been
linked to unusually high levels of aluminum absorbed
by their bodies), fish and animals are dying off as a result of exposure to heavy metal nanoparticles such as
aluminum, barium and strontium – these elements are
highly neurotoxic (affecting central nervous systems
and brains alike). In addition to rain water (which
is no longer safe to use for drinking or agriculture),
snowfall and the air itself containing these aluminum
nanoparticles, in the same area around Mount Shasta
vast numbers of trees are dying off from heavy metal
absorption. One audience member questioned the purity of bottled Shasta spring water, and was told that
in ALL bottled water there are higher-than-safe levels
of heavy metal content, but that the Shasta bottling
company has refused analysis.
One presenter explained that aluminum oxide is
used in jet fuels to burn hotter and ‘cleaner’, though
it is the oxygen that burns faster while aluminum
nanoparticles are dispersed in the atmosphere for nefarious reasons. This mixture is one result of stealth
technology which began to be developed in the later
1950s, and which was mentioned in the 1964 satirical film Dr. Strangelove, Or How I Learned To Stop
Worrying and Love the Bomb in the sequence where
a “looney” general was explaining to a Peter Sellers
character the communist plot to poison our drinking
water. Regarding the weaponization of our weather,
these aluminum nanoparticles resonate at a similar
frequency to that of radar systems and can cause, in
the upper atmosphere, the formation of larger-thannormal hailstones, and closer to ground increase the
temperatures of forest fires.
Two attorneys working for the GeoEngineeringWatch.
org announced that a lawsuit (possibly class-action)
was underway, and reminded the audience of a section of JFK’s speech regarding secrecy: “The very
word ‘secrecy’ is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people inherently and historically
opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and secret
proceedings. We decided long ago that the dangers
of excessive and unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweigh the dangers which are cited to
justify it. Even today, there is little value in opposing
the threat of a closed society by imitating its arbitrary
restrictions. Even today, there is little value in insur-

ing the survival of our nation if our traditions do not
survive with it. And there is very grave danger that an
announced need for increased security will be seized
upon (by) those anxious to expand its meaning to the
very limits of official censorship and concealment.
That I do not intend to permit to the extent that it is in
my control.” It is curious that previous to this speech,
in President Eisenhower’s 1961 fare-well speech he
warned the American people to beware the adverse
influence of the Military-Industrial (-Congressional
was deleted from his formal speech) complex, and
both men were speaking of the same matter.
The next speaker apprised the audience of the need to
test the local rain water as well as bottled water for
heavy metal toxicity, as well as having one’s blood
tested for same if one suspects nerve damage is an issue. The speaker closed with the warning that we can
no longer rely on our politicians for answers or even
some truth, and that time is running out. This same
warning would be repeated by others in this event,
and stressed in the final summation and during the
audience Q&A.
The following speaker was one of the biologists
whose credentials included 14 years of practice in the
neurology field, and he spoke of the recent high incidence of neurotoxin pathologies not only locally but
worldwide, citing 2010 statistics of 5 million in the
U.S. with dementia alone. These statistics continue to
rise, along with those of aluminum toxicity having a
direct link to the rise and spread of Alzheimer’s and
autism as well.
Dane Wigington, lead researcher for GeoengineeringWatch.org, had the final say as a PowerPoint presentation, where the audience viewed still photos and
films of nozzles on the wings of offending aircraft,
interior views of said aircraft that were filled not with
people but rows of pressurized tanks of material to
be disbursed, and endless views of chemtrails in the
skies worldwide, being ejected from aircraft (and alternating spray on/spray off on command) and slowly, sinisterly, spreading out as they fall to earth, not
the normal actions of contrails. He summed up the
facts that this horror began over 60 years ago (but in
the aftermath of shock from the 1960s assassinations
nothing succeeded like encouragement disguised as
apathy), during which time the solar radiation reaching Earth’s surface has dropped 25% while ult5raviolet radiation has increased at “unprecedented rates”,
causing worldwide droughts and resulting record
flooding and forest fires, plant and animal species extinctions, the use of ionosphere heaters heating up the
atmosphere, etc.
There was so much more information presented that,
at times, I felt my head would explode, but I must
report two additional items: the reasons for this weaponization and destruction of our atmosphere and
biosphere, and the experts’ prognosis, and this is
where one should stop reading if one does not like
bad news.
The reason for this attack on Earth and its inhabitants
is threefold, with the first two reasons mentioned at
this event: the fabulous 1% desire a manageable and
sustainable world population of less than half a billion
people, and sheer greed for power over the Earth’s
natural resources, including human slaves. The third
reason is something I shall not divulge here yet, but
it ties into Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy’s dire
warnings which everyone has ignored.
The prognosis from the panel of experts is horrific
and stunning: by the year 2030 the entire northern
hemisphere will be, for all intents and purposes, devoid of life, followed 10 years later by the absence of
life in the southern hemisphere. One speaker warned
that this extinction event will be even worse than the
Permian extinction 250 million years ago, where 97%
of all life on Earth vanished.
This final paragraph does not come from without
(the anti-geoengineering group), but from within (the
writer). There is only one possible way to stop this
incredible prediction, and if there is any good news it
is this: if humankind as a whole stood up to their governments and took back what should have been theirs
all along – our destinies – humankind and our home,
planet Earth, just possibly might be saved from what
some have called the sixth extinction (even though
there have been MANY mass extinctions on this
planet, scientists divide them into ‘major’ and ‘mi-
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nor’ extinction events, as if a minor extinction event is
nothing but a planetary hiccup). All air, water and terrestrial craft using petroleum fuel must be terminated,
all power plants using ‘fossil’ fuels must cease operating, all weapons (especially the chemical-biological ones) must be laid down, and all of the 1% scum
who are trying to bring this planet down must be held
accountable, if not slaughtered sacrificially to Gaia,
Mother Earth. But that’s just MY solution. Maybe the
readers have a better idea?
				
Ray Schar
				
Weaverville

Lewiston Progressives - Useful Idiots
No one here remembers exactly when the
‘Obama signs’ started showing up around town back
in 2008, but it was obvious that at least one group
in particular here was responsible for the distribution
of these signs. (We weren’t fooled.) Many of those
signs had been planted in the yards of people here
who can’t even vote! Lewiston had never been very
‘political’ in the past because most people here still
can’t even tell you the difference between a capitalist
and a socialist, or a conservative and a liberal. But
things are changing here now, mostly because we’ve
had an influx of ‘socialist democrats’ showing up here
from all over the place. Some came here from the
East Coast, or Southern California; while others came
from as far away as South America. That’s right;
socialist white people came here and started hosting
“meetings” in their homes around town; offering slide
shows and other ‘presentations’ boasting the benefits
of all their “CHANGE” that was coming to America
back then. To those of us who were paying attention;
this was clearly an attempt by these traitor Democrats
in this county to spread their ignorant leftist propaganda; and in the words of their socialist prophet, Saul
Alinsky, “taking advantage of useful idiots.”
Well folks; these “idiots” are still living here
in town, but now they’ve adopted a “new” strategy.
They’re calling themselves “Progressives!” And
they’ve already started their socialist propaganda
meetings in town again. These meetings are likely
to continue on for the next several months; so I was
thinking that maybe we should take a closer look at
some of these fools here who identify themselves as
“Progressives.” I know who they are. One of them
was expelled from South America. His entire family
chased out of Peru by a gang of women. So this guy
comes to Lewiston with a fistful of his mother’s money; dumps his children in inferior schools, makes his
wife work a ‘full-time’ (nowhere job) in Weaverville
and then proceeds to sit in bars every day for decades
while waiting for an inheritance check. His ‘beef with
America’ these days is with those dirty 1%ers. He
blames them for his ‘unaccomplished sons’, his ‘fat
wife’ and his very own ‘drinking problem.’ And this
folks; is proof- that capitalism just isn’t fair when
you’re a lazy “drunken” socialist. Another old Progressive in town also came here from South America.
His problem with America involves his heart. He
wants full blown-out socialized medicine here so that
he can get his heart fixed...., on our dime! So why
didn’t he get that taken care of before coming here?
(I’ll tell you why.) Because he’s a taker, a user and a
loser! Obviously he failed at whatever it was that he
was doing down there, or he wouldn’t have left there
in the first place; and he certainly wouldn’t have come
back here to sponge ‘free medical’ off the rest of us,
either! These people have no shame. Remember that.
They call themselves “Progressives.” (So let me just
finish this with a warning to some of you business
people in town.) My wife and I sold pizza here everyday for seven years; and we know that businesses here
need ‘full participation’ from this community in order
to survive. Your ‘affiliation’ with this group of socialist losers will not benefit your bottom line. (I don’t
care what the Lewiston Sludge Box says.) The tourists
are leaving now and a long, unprofitable winter is
coming.
			
Steve Lindsay
			
Lewiston

Heroes:
A Community Saved
Continued from pg 1
On Thursday night of the lightning strikes, the Post
Mountain Volunteer Fire Dept. (PMVFD) spotted
approximately 6 strikes just south of their district
in the ShastaTrinity
Forest.
The U.S. Forest
Service (USFS)
is responsible for
the area and although the strikes
were being tended, or watched,
by their crews
and the PMVFD, the USFS
directed
their
crews and the
PMVFD to leave
the strikes Friday
and go to other fires to the north. The PMVFD with
their understaffed volunteer crew went as ordered.
Fire lookout towers are no longer manned or maintained and the USFS
did not post crews on
the strikes to watch the
smoldering trees. So
when winds whipped
the unguarded strikes
into infernos that raced
north it was residents
that spotted it. 911 calls
began to come from
those residents living
along Highway 36 that
plumes of smoke were
turning into billowing
walls of smoke, ash
and fire about to the
cross the highway into
the subdivision, the response was “crews are on their way”. But no crews
ever came. The PMVFD raced
back to the area from the fire
they were assigned to out of
their district but were unable
to get through to the fire front
and radioed for help but were
told “no resources are available”. The crew arrived at
one of the firefighter’s homes
with the wall of flames within
feet of the home approaching too fiercely to try to save
their chickens and ducks or
any belongings, they had no
choice but to pull back. Earlier he had been unable to
reach his wife by phone and
used the emergency radio
channel to tell her to evacuate immediately. She was
frantic that she could not find all the cats and one,
“Ruthie” had even leapt out of the car. His infamous
words were “F--- the cats, get out of there!” She
left with the 3 dogs, 1 cat and 2 parrots and had
headed to safety. Now back at the house he and the
team looked for Ruthie. There was no sign of her.
They retreated. They radioed back they would make
their final stand at their Fire Hall which serves as
the community center. Again, desperately requesting help to no avail. The walls of fire were eventually stopped but winds and embers swirled setting
small fires and the Hmong put them out and tended
the hot spots through the night. And the night turned
into day and then into night and then into day. And
still no one came to help.
One young mother evacuated with her children including her 18 month old baby along Highway 36
and ran out of gas at the junction with Highway 3
trying to make it to the town of Hayfork. Her car ran
out of gas just a few miles east of the fire and the
California Highway Patrol that were manning that
junction left her and her children there. She was on
her own to save herself and her children.
Their community had been officially designated
“the lowest priority”. “Let Trinity Pines and Hay-
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fork burn down”
was on the lips
of many law
enforcement
and fire fighters brought in to
fight the other
fires. 200 parcels burned with
over 20 homes
and over 50
trailers laying in
smoldering ash.
25% of the subdivision burned
yet heroic efforts
saved the rest of
the community.
After the fire,
“Ruthie”
was
found under a burnt out truck with singed fur and
burnt paws and was rushed to the vet where she is
expected to survive. Needless to say, all the emergency personnel tease him that he is a cat hater
even though they know he is not.
This reporter visited the Post Mountain Fire Hall
nearly a week later, the PMVFD was still running
about putting out spot fires, filling their two small
patrol trucks with 250 gallon tanks. No food, no
water, no ice for the firefighters were at the station unless you count two small bottles of water.
Yet, Post Mountain Fire Chief, Tim Spiersch was
exhausted but smiling. There had been no loss of
human life, most of the wildlife had been able to
run from the fire and best of all, the Hmong were
turning in applications to be trained and certified to become volunteer firefighters. Soon there
may be over 100 trained volunteer firefighters to
protect his district. Locals once cold toward the
Hmong now revere their presence waving, smiling, and embracing them. Many Hmong went to
elderly locals and helped them clear burnt debris
to further protect their neighbors’ properties.
The air is still thick with choking smoke. So much smoke it
can be seen by satellite. Smoke
from these fires is 12 times more
toxic than cigarette smoke for
humans and animals. Many the
other fires grew to thousands
of acres with 1000s of trained
paid personnel on each of them.
Evacuations continue and more
roads are being closed off. Yet,
only one fire is completely out:
the Trinity Pines Ranch fire. Put
out by novices with no real fire
equipment. The rest of the major fires are only gaining around
20% “containment”. In other
words, they lay down a fire line around the fire
and let it burn itself out. The Rail Fire Commander estimated on day one of his command that it
would take approximately 23 days to put out the
fires. “23” seems like an arbitrary number unless
one can see the future or is it something else? Incidentally, all the crews and fire support contractors are paid with two week contracts. That would
mean two contracts to be paid out if it takes 23
days.. and it will... at the very least..
While you ponder those implications, ponder
this: the fire industry saying goes “Black is green”
meaning if the ground is black, there is green
money for all. Fire fighting has replaced the local
job market instead of the former industry of timber operations that not only kept the forest healthy
but also allowed rain and snow to replenish water
reservoirs and watersheds instead of being sucked
dry from dangerously overgrown forests. Timber
crews in the forest would spot fires and put them
out immediately with sheer courage and their
heavy duty equipment. They would have the fires
out within a day usually with minimal expense
and rarely loss of life, human or wildlife. No one
is out in the forest anymore. The USFS has aban-

doned lookout towers, locked
gates to forest roads and the
Rangers now sit behind desks
pushing papers instead of being in the forest. USFS law
enforcement now pull drivers over harassing innocent
drivers looking for drugs
and money instead of being
lookouts or tending lightning
strikes. Most forest fires could
have at one time been put out
with five gallons of water with
lookouts and quick response.
According to the USFS: Each
year, an average of more than
73,000 wildfires burn about
7.3 million acres of private, state and federal land. Some
of these fires are even set by them, via control burns now
known as prescription burns (perhaps the name changed
since the fires too often aren’t controlled) such as the
devastating fire in Lassen Volcanic National Park in California which, after being “monitored” for two weeks and
burning 95 acres, grew to 28,079 acres, escaping the park
boundaries. The National Park Service in the aftermath
suggested that firefighting resources should be ordered
early, even if it seems like they may not be available, or
that the fire may not rank high enough in priority.
These resources are nearly always delayed waiting for
official disaster designation or incident ranking or the
governor’s approval until extremely expensive air support can fly with fire retardant. Each rural parcel owner
now pays $150 for the CalFire fee and yet, not one single
CalFire firefighter showed up to defend their homes and
property in Trinity Pines Ranch. Many there now vow to
never pay the fee again. Volunteer fire fighters are paid
nothing.
It is time for a change in policy towards the management
of our forests. First and foremost, funding should be spent
to thin forests, to be healthier and more fire resistant, adding forestry jobs instead of firefighting jobs, trading productivity rather than destruction as the driving economic
force. Secondly, California and the nation should adopt
Australia’s policy of ‘Prepare, Stay and Defend’ wildfire policy. Australia has determined that loss of life and
property is greater when evacuating than when trained
and prepared. “The key element of Australia’s policy is
to train willing homeowners to protect their homes in an
active wildfire,” said Scott Stephens, associate professor
of fire science and co-director of UC Berkeley’s Center
for Fire Research and Outreach. “What the Australian
strategy does is actively engage and help homeowners to
become part of the solution rather than just to need evacuation.” During an Australian fire in 1983, 75 people died
while outside their homes trying to escape like the mother
with the children stuck on the highway within a breath of
the fire trying to evacuate.
Homeowners in Australia go through an annual training
program run by local fire agencies, and are provided with
appropriate supplies such as hoses, radios and protective
clothing.
What is needed for the heroic Trinity Pines Ranch community and its soon to be expanded volunteer fire dept. are
fire engines, hoses, and other gear and equipment that are
no longer needed by well funded fire departments such as
Los Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco. You can make
a difference, give your local fire department a call and ask
for their used equipment to be donated to the Post Mountain Fire Department and the local community.

Pups that survived Blue Fire & reunited with owner
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County Supervisors
the Future of the Industry in Trinity
By Dave Garrison
the fertilizers are concentrated to the area around the
Slam Hammer Down on
plants. If run-off is a concern, there are other ways to
Property Owners
et’s talk about marijuana cultivation. Yes, there are stop it. Some 215 compliant marijuana farmers strate-
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many people who grow marijuana in Trinity County.
Yes, there are more people drawing from local water supplies within the county. Creeks are low. This isn’t new.
California has been through droughts before. This one
will end. In time, there will be another. Marijuana cultivation did not cause this drought. Therefore, 215 compliant marijuana farmers should not be penalized for water
shortages. In 2016, it is possible that marijuana will be
legalized within the state of California. There are currently a couple of initiatives that are circulating the state
gathering signatures to be placed on the ballot for 2016.
One such initiative would place an $8 excise tax on every
ounce of dried marijuana sold. That same initiative, according to Yahoo News, would allow cities and counties
to tax marijuana as well. Trinity County has a unique opportunity to promote small self sustaining marijuana
farms that operate in a boutique fashion. The laws passed
now regarding water usage, site development, and compliance can benefit Trinity County residents greatly if
marijuana is legalized for recreational use. I grew up in
Hayfork, California. As a kid, the town thrived as a logging community. Most people who worked in the logging
industry made a comfortable wage. They had paychecks
coming in. They had retirement plans. Heavy regulation
in the 90’s changed that dynamic. It ultimately led to the
closure of the lumber mill there. Subsequently, many
smaller logging companies that provided timber to the
lumber mills closed or relocated. Families moved. Some
split up. Some stayed and tried to make a living. Most
who stayed had to get help from the government. For the
first time, friends of mine had to use food stamps at the
grocery store. The shuttering of the logging industry had
a domino effect on businesses in Hayfork. One by one,
businesses that once thrived had to close their doors.
When I moved away in 2000 to attend college, I drove
away from a dying town. I didn’t think it would rebound.
But it did. It happened slow. At first, there were only a
Livestock evacuated to town in Hayfork from Peak Fire few people who grew medical marijuana in Trinity County. The farms were scattered throughout this vast county.
in play with new friends - M. Wear photo credit
I saw a few of them in the early 2000’s. It was a bit of a
novelty to see such things then. That would have been the
time to regulate the industry. But hind site is always
20/20. The influx of marijuana farmers into Trinity County turned marijuana cultivation into a thriving industry.
Many long term residents of the county now grow marijuana or are involved in the industry in someway. They
are teachers, lawyers, bakers, mechanics. You name it.
Many of the people who grow marijuana also have full
time jobs. Hayfork has turned around dramatically. There
are now several restaurants in town. Buildings that I
thought would be boarded up forever now have new businesses in them that provide important jobs. Even the
Hayfork hospitality baking sweets for firefighters at
businesses that made it through the hard years following
Trinity Fairgrounds Command Post
the downfall of the logging industry benefit from marijuana. Going forward the best way to regulate the marijuana industry is to make it as self-sustaining, environmentally friendly, and un-obtrusive as it can be. There
are numerous things that marijuana growers do to conserve water, conserve nutrients, stop run-off, and abate
the smells associated with flowering plants. On large
farms in California that grow food, farmers often use a
method called flood irrigation. It is an easy, yet very inefficient way to water crops. Marijuana farmers are ahead
of the curve when it comes to watering. Many of them
use drip irrigation systems and timers. Such systems give
each plant exactly the amount of water that it needs. Drip
Nevada fire crew finds Mama & pups - Blue Fire
irrigation systems conserve water and prevent runoff
which can pollute creeks and rivers. Marijuana farmers
often supplement their dirt with water absorbent materials. There is a sponge like material that farmers can buy.
They layer dirt over it. This material holds water, but allows the roots to grow through it. Many marijuana farmers also top their soil with mulch, which slows the evaporation of water from the soil. Many fertilizers that
marijuana farmers use are organic and expensive. Most
farmers use only what they need. Five gallons of ground
up fish will set you back $100. Other nutrients are just as
expensive. It is important to read the instructions on these
fertilizers. You can’t water with them every day. The result is that most 215 compliant marijuana growers don’t
Post Mountain Volunteer Firefighters being interviewed
contribute significantly to the pollution of waterways,
M. Wear - Staff Photographer

Weaverville -While the rest of the county is
burning, families evacuating, and road closures
preventing movement throughout the county, the
Board of Superviors have acquiesced to a small
faction that have nothing but a selfish agenda at
hand. There are a few property owners, many
not bred and raised in Trinity, that believe they
have the right to push their morality onto the
rest of the community via code enforcement.
Lead by notorious Attorney Duane Sceper, who
in a truly conflict of interest position as the
Adminstrative Hearing officer contracted with
the county, this group has gotten the Board of
Supervisors to vote in for a Notice ot Abatement
time to be reduced from 30 days for compliance before fines are levied, to a mere 7 days.
Obviously, none of the Supervisors have ever
tried to get a plumber or electrician out in places
like Zenia or Hayfork. The Board also refused
citizens’ requests to read the ordinance change
into the record so that what they vote on will be
understandable to the public. Attorney Sceper
has everything to gain as he is paid by the hour
to render judgment on code enforcement cases.
The more cases, the more pay for him.

gically integrate their marijuana plants into their vegetable gardens. This is beneficial in many ways. It reduces the amount of watering. When watering any type
of garden, there is often overspray or overflow that is
simply absorbed into the ground. By planting marijuana plants with tomatoes, squash, pole beans, pumpkins,
or flowers, not only is the beauty of the garden enhanced, the fertilizers used on marijuana plants is also
used by the vegetables that surround them. It creates a
very rich, vibrant, and dynamic garden. While working
as a reporter for the Two Rivers Tribune, a small weekly newspaper in Hoopa, I wrote a story about rainwater
harvesting. California is unique. Rainwater collected
in California is not regulated by the water board. Rainwater catchment should be encouraged in Trinity
County. For that article, I interviewed Dan Mar, the
owner of High Tide Permaculture based in Arcata. Dan
Mar installs rainwater collection systems and hugelkulture mounds. The two systems work together. hugelkulture mounds are basically beds that are filled with absorbent materials. You can build these beds with straw,
wood, cardboard, just about anything that absorbs and
releases water. The overflow from the rainwater catchment system, which consist of a storage tank attached
to a roof’s gutter system, is directed into the mound.
The mounds can range in size form a few feet across,
to dozens of feet across. Rainwater charges these
mounds. As the summer progresses, the mounds continue to release their stores of water. In an otherwise
dry field, the hugelkulture mound will be green. It’s
like a storage tank under the ground. Dan Mar has
been busy this year, traveling all over Humboldt and
Trinity County installing these watering systems. He
can’t keep up with the demand Another way to control
erosion and run-off is to install a swale. Swales are
similar to a ditch, but have a flat bottom. Placed on the
downslope of a garden, they catch and store excess water from rain, or from overwatering. The water stored
in the swell, dissipates into the ground to recharge the
water table. Native grasses around a garden are also a
good way to avert runoff and erosion from marijuana
gardens. Native plants and grasses, not only provide a
visually appealing barrier to marijuana gardens, they
absorb nutrients and replenish the soil. Wax myrtle is
perfect for this. It is a fast growing tree, native to
America that is drought tolerant and can grow in poor
soil. It can also be trimmed into a hedge to create a
natural and aesthetically pleasing barrier around marijuana gardens. Wax myrtle also puts nitrogen back into
the soil and repels insects that might harm vegetable or
marijuana plants. Cover crops have been used by
farmers for centuries. Some marijuana farmers plant
cover crops in the fall to add nitrogen back to their soil,
and to prevent erosion and loss of nutrients during
heavy rains through the winter. The smell that maturing marijuana plants emit is a concern for some residents in Trinity County. On larger parcels, outside of
the city limits, the small can be masked slightly if marijuana growers build a more dynamic garden. Integrating marijuana plants into vegetable and flower gardens
is a good way to do this. Within city limits, or if houses
are close together, there is only one way to stop the
smell emitted by maturing marijuana. In Medford Oregon, where recreational use of marijuana is now legal,
marijuana farmers within the city limits have to grow
their plants in a green house. The greenhouses are
equipped with charcoal and micron filters to iliminate
the smell. The marijuana industry has benefited the
economy in Trinity County. If it is regulated properly,
it can continue to do so if marijuana is legalized for
recreational use in California.The tax money collected
from marijuana can improve infrastructure throughout
the county. There are several methods that many marijuana growers use to make their gardens efficient environmentally friendly, and aesthetically pleasing. These
methods should be encouraged. As the county looks
ahead to regulate marijuana farming, all residents concerns should be taken into account. It’s also important
that an unfair burden isn not placed on marijuana growers who are compliant and conscientious

Cecil The Lion, The Fire Of Molech, Dr. Mengele,
And Planned Parenthood
By Chuck Baldwin
While the propaganda media and their friends
in animal rights extremism are going bonkers over the apparent accidental harvesting
of a lion in Zimbabwe, the video evidence of
Planned Parenthood doctors selling aborted
baby parts barely rates a mention. In this absolutely convoluted, confused, and crazy society
in which we find ourselves, timeless, tested,
and traditional values have been turned completely upside down.
It is no hyperbole to say that when a nation loses the moral conscience that serves to protect
the lives of its own children, that nation cannot
long endure. It has been over 42 years since the Roe
v Wade Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion
on demand was rendered. Think of it: no American
under the age of 42 can even remember a time when
their country protected the lives of unborn babies.
This has resulted in a society whose conscience has
been seared and whose values have been skewed.
In the minds of multiplied millions of Americans
(including many lawmakers, journalists, television
pundits, college professors, high school teachers,
judges, and even pastors and ministers), an animal’s life has more value than a baby’s. Truly, did
the Apostle Paul warn, “Professing themselves to
be wise, they became fools, and changed the glory
of the uncorruptible God into an image made like
to corruptible man, and to birds, and fourfooted
beasts, and creeping things.” (Romans 1:22, 23)
Only human beings are made in the image of God.
Only human beings have eternal souls that will live
forever in either Heaven or Hell. Only human beings have a God-consciousness and moral makeup
in their hearts. Only human beings live together under a moral code of conduct.
Find two people copulating in public and they will
be summarily arrested. Find a man who kills his fellow man and he will be summarily taken by authorities to face a court of law. Find a maniacal murderer
like Jeffrey Dahmer, who kills and then eats his victims, and the outrage of human justice will be swift.
Yet, these behaviors are daily occurrences in the
animal kingdom. What’s the difference? One group
is comprised of people made in the image of their
Creator; the other group is comprised of beasts.
In fact, both Natural and Revealed Law teaches us
that our Creator intended that man have dominion
over the animal kingdom. “And God said, Let us
make man in our image, after our likeness: and let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and
over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over
all the earth, and over every creeping thing that
creepeth upon the earth.” (Genesis 1:26)
Animals have served the needs of mankind since
man was first created. In the Garden of Eden, God
killed animals for the purpose of clothing a spiritually-fallen Adam and Eve. Animals have been used
to clothe man, feed man, prosper man, protect man,
please man, sustain man, ad infinitum, ever since
the dawn of human history.
Our grocery stores are filled with the flesh of animals, which are bought and sold for one man’s
profit and another man’s sustenance. The furs of
animals have both adorned and warmed the bodies
of human beings from time immemorial. Animals
(along with fish and fowl) have plowed our fields,
provided our milk and eggs, eased our journeys, and
assisted our medicinal needs ever since God created
them. Indeed, they were created specifically for that
very purpose.
Even hunting animals serves a meaningful purpose:
not only does hunting bring self-sufficiency and
sustenance to man, but it greatly helps to preserve
the animal species being hunted. Every State in the
Union has game management programs that allow
citizens to harvest animals in such a way that preserves the animal species being hunted. If suddenly
men were unable to hunt wildlife, many of those
species would soon disappear. Hunting and harvesting animals is just one way in which mankind exercises his God-ordained dominion over the animal
kingdom.

Would we condone or authorize men to hunt and
kill their fellow man? Would we authorize men to
take the skin off of slain human beings and sell
them? Would we condone barbaric men who would
kill their fellow man for the express purpose of harvesting and selling their organs? Such a thought is
repulsive beyond description to any sane, rational
human being. Yet, that is exactly what the abortion
industry is doing to the most innocent and helpless
human beings of all: unborn babies in the wombs of
their mothers.
All of us are now aware of the videos showing
Planned Parenthood abortion doctors bargaining
over the sale of aborted baby parts--like an auctioneer would bargain over the sale of cattle. This
is NOT a recent development. I remember talking
about these-type news stories on my radio talk show
during the Clinton years. How long before that it
has been taking place, we can only guess. Probably
from the inception of legalized abortion.
Currently a variety of products commonly consumed
in the United States contain aborted fetal material,
including spices and seasonings from the Ajinomoto Company; refrigerated coffee creamers from the
Nestle Company; and Maggi brand instant soups,
bouillon cubes, ketchups, sauces, seasoning, and instant noodles. The Neocutis Company uses aborted
baby material in their anti-aging skin creams.
A host of vaccines contain aborted baby material,
including MMR II for measles, mumps, and rubella
(Merck); ProQuad: MMR plus Chickenpox (Merck); Varivax for Chickenpox (Merck); Havrix for
Hepatitis A (Glaxo SmithKline); Twinrix for Hepatitis A and B combo (Glaxo); Zostavax for shingles (Merck); Imovax for rabies (Sanofi Pasteur);
Acambis 1000 for Smallpox (Acambis); etc. Those
who choose to donate their organs to medical science after their natural death are certainly morally
justified. If a baby dies from natural causes and the
parents decide to donate the baby’s organs to medical science, they, too, are morally justified--but to
purposely murder a human being (born or unborn)
for the intention of financial profit must be placed
among the most evil and wicked of crimes.
The ancient pagan nations of the Canaanites, Ammonites, and Baalites would take their own children and burn them to death as sacrifices to the god
Molech. Have you ever researched what a saline
abortion does? Using this method of abortion, the
unborn baby is chemically burned to death. And
what is the god that these precious babies are being
sacrificed to? The god of convenience, maybe? Oh,
yes, and the god of money, for sure!
Dr. Joseph Mengele was the notorious Nazi doctor who is reputed to have superintended over the
deaths of more than 400,000 people at Auschwitz.
He also reportedly kept thousands of people alive
so as to perform merciless and tortuous experiments
on them. And all of this was done in the name of
“medical research.” Eyewitnesses said that during
his experiments, he would often cut living babies
out of their mothers’ wombs and simply toss them
into the oven.
But even after the video evidence of Planned Parenthood abortionists bargaining over the sale of
aborted baby parts, our U.S. Senate cannot even
muster enough votes to defund this sadistic organization. And the House of Representatives decided
that taking a recess was more important than even
voting on the matter. Yes, folks, your tax dollars and
mine are supporting the abortion doctors at Planned
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Parenthood.
And lest my devout Republican friends immediately argue that the majority of senators that voted to not defund
PP were Democrats, let me remind you that for half of
G.W. Bush’s eight years in office, the Republican Party
controlled the entire federal government: the White House
and both houses of Congress. Yet, the GOP made absolutely NO ATTEMPT to defund Planned Parenthood. Republicans had plenty of opportunity to defund these baby
killers, but they chose to do NOTHING. In truth, both parties in Washington, D.C., are dripping with the innocent
blood of millions of innocent unborn babies.
Legalized abortion has seared the conscience of America.
Is it any wonder that SCOTUS recently legalized samesex marriage? Over four decades of the callous slaughter
of unborn babies has warped our country’s entire value
system.
Right after the verses in Romans chapter one that I quoted
earlier come these verses: “For this cause God gave them
up unto vile affections: for even their women did change
the natural use into that which is against nature: And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman,
burned in their lust one toward another; men with men
working that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet.”
(Vss. 26, 27)
The legalization and social promotion of sodomy is the
direct judgment of God upon a people whose value system
places the lives and worth of beasts above the lives and
worth of human beings who are created in the image of
God.
Certainly, no man filled with the love of God will deliberately and purposely mistreat a family pet or even a wild
animal. “A righteous man regardeth the life of his beast.”
(Proverbs 12:10)
Ethical hunters desire a clean kill. Follow-up shots on a
downed, wounded animal are for the intent of ending its
misery. I’m sure this was the case for the dentist who accidentally killed a protected lion in Zimbabwe.
In my mind, the doctor is telling the truth when he says he
didn’t realize that the lion was protected. Remember, the
man had paid over $50,000 for his lion hunt in Zimbabwe.
Big game hunting is a major industry there. Remember,
too, that he had a local guide. It was the guide’s responsibility to make sure that his hunter/guest followed all of
the regulations and protocols relative to the animal he was
hunting. If we are going to be outraged at the killing of this
beast, we should be outraged with the Zimbabwean guide.
On a guided hunt, no hunter takes a trophy without the
express permission of his or her guide. To think that this
dentist would pay that kind of money and submit himself
to the instruction and supervision of a local guide and then
turn around and deliberately defy his guide and harvest an
illegal animal is ludicrous. Truly, if the American hunter
failed to realize the animal was protected, it was positively
the guide’s fault.
As it is, this dentist is in hiding for fear of his life and is
the subject of just about every type of verbal, emotional,
and personal abuse possible. At the same time, however,
the baby killers at Planned Parenthood receive the approbation, and even federal funding, of the U.S. government,
and enjoy the politically-correct protection of the mainstream media--as well as many celebrities, entertainers,
college professors, and even State governors, legislators,
and attorney generals.
Folks, we are watching a nation die in front of our very
eyes. People who cannot tell the difference between human life and animal life, people who value animal life
above human life, and people who are outraged over the
accidental killing of a lion, but who, at the same time,
condone the wanton and deliberate murder of innocent
unborn babies, are people who are void of any semblance
of a civilized mind. America is following the path of
condemned nations before us. Meanwhile, the churches
of America continue their fun, frolicking, and frivolity.
So, tell me again who is really to blame.

CAVEMAN RANT:
GREEN WEANIES
By Jack H. Swift
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eopards do not change their spots. The
same consistency can be observed in the
environmental community. When the environmental movement was started by Rachel Carson
with her book “Silent Spring” it was designed
to be an appeal to a sort of ‘the sky is falling’
panic. She took a possibly plausible idea and
supported it with series of observations which
she presented as a sort of false science. The
unthinking responded with the desired panic
and legislation was adopted world wide banning DDT. No matter that no one has ever died
from ingesting DDT. Carson said they could.
As a result, millions have died worldwide from
malaria transmitted by the mosquitoes DDT
could have killed. Carson is arguably the most
dangerous mass murderer of the modern era.
But her tactic worked. She accomplished her
desired objective. There is no reason for the
enviros to abandon a technique that works.
The formula is simple. Present a ‘sky is falling’ idea. Support it with a line of reasoning
that sounds good in the abstract. Avoid any sort
of scientific analysis or evaluation by saying
there is no time to delay. Simply label the reasoning as ‘science’ and then jump to the desired conclusion or line of action. The essence
of real science is reliable predictability. That is
what the scientific method is all about. A bright
idea is stated. It is then subjected to rigorous
peer review to determine whether it is even
possible. If it survives such an examination, it
is then subjected to testing. If it is then demonstrated to consistently predict future results the
hypothesis will be accepted. If it happens that
it is shown to be true some of the time, it will
be called a ‘model.’ A ‘model’ is a supposed
scientific fact that is simply true some of the
time but not all of the time - which would also
be a good working definition for a superstition.
The point is that simply amassing data by way
of observations acquired in a scientific manner
of inquiry does not establish science. That is
just the first step. Unfortunately, however, that
is the whole game when it comes to environmental science. We see this foolishness playing
out today right here in Josephine County. Senator Wyden and Congressman DeFazio - at the
urging of their green constituency - have proposed and the BLM is considering a ‘mineral
withdrawal’ for the Illinois Valley. When one
adds to this the two Wyden proposed mineral
withdrawals along the Rogue River the BLM
has already included in its proposed Resource
Management Plan for Western Oregon, the effect is to shut down all new mining activity in
the three most productive mining districts in
southern Oregon. Based on the labeling Wyden
and DeFazio have put upon their plan, it would
seem that their objective is the preservation of
salmon habitat which would in turn suggest
a concern to save the salmon. Because there

is no science behind their proposal in terms of
salmon preservation, one has to wonder whether
they have some other objective or whether they
are simply modern day Carsons. Initially, it
should be pointed out that the proposed mining
withdrawals are all inclusive. They would apply
equally to hard rock and placer mining. There
is no connection whatever between hard rock
digging and the streams utilized by salmon. The
one is remote from the other. So why go there?
As to placer mining, which seems to be the target, it is a scientific fact that salmon roe and
fry are very vulnerable to stream disturbances.
That is why the state has imposed restrictions
on when and where placer mining can be undertaken. In view of that regulation already in
place, what is gained by the withdrawal? This
is simply the Carson ploy all over again. The
enviros incite a panic by pointing to a decline
in salmon. They then rationalize that mining
must be the culprit. No matter that the history
of our region is one of continual mining activity and thriving salmon. Even when the streams
were subjected to the incredible disturbance of
hydraulic mining the areas supported a salmon
cannery in Grants Pass. Back in the 1930s the
state undertook extensive laboratory experimentation regarding the effects of turbulence and
turbidity in the waters upon the salmon. There
simply was no effect. It sounds terrible but in
reality it is of no consequence. The crucial factor here is stream temperature not stream condition. Salmon are cold water fish. The peculiar
warm water tolerant salmon indigenous to the
California’s San Juaquin Valley are long since
gone. The remaining salmon are cold water fish.
Everyone recognizes that we are in a period of
global warming. We have been ever since the
depth of the Little Ice Age when Washington
wintered at Valley Forge. Necessarily, in response to the global experience, our local waters
are warming also and mining has nothing to do
with it. The result will be an entirely predictable
relocation of the salmon as they follow the cold
waters north. This reality was noted by a fish
biologist in the EPA. In 2000 Robert Lackey
wrote a report entitled “Restoring Wild Salmon
to the Pacific Northwest: Chasing an Illusion?”.
Therein he concluded that the numbers of wild
salmon were not diminishing. They were simply relocating, chasing the cold waters further
north. That being the case, with the exception of
the Rogue River which can be artificially cooled
by discharges from Lost Creek dam and reservoir, the streams of southern Oregon - including
the proposed withdrawal area along the Illinois
River - are going to face a decline in salmon
populations and mining has nothing to do with
it. It is unclear whether DeFazio and Wyden are
simply modern day fools of the Carson ilk or
whether they perceive some advantage in depriving their constituents of the economic value
to be gleaned from exploitation of the richest
mineral potential in all of Oregon. In Josephine
County we already have 43% of the population
dependent upon food stamps. How many do
they want dependent on government?

1st wolf pack in calif in 50 years
continued from pg 1

year and is currently the breeding male
of the Rogue Pack in southern Oregon. In
June 2014, the California Fish and Game
Commission voted to list gray wolves as
endangered under the California Endangered Species Act. The gray wolf is also
listed as endangered in California, under
the Federal Endangered Species Act of
1973. Gray wolves that enter California
are therefore protected by the ESA making it illegal to harass, harm, pursue, hunt,
shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect wolves, or to attempt to engage in
any such conduct in California. CDFW
is completing a Draft Wolf Management
Plan and will release it soon. Throughout
the plan’s development, CDFW has held

numerous meetings with stakeholders. Currently,
CDFW is incorporating comments from a stakeholder advisory group, and considering revisions
due to implications of this news, before releasing
the draft plan to the general public. Public meetings will be scheduled to receive public comment
on the draft plan. In addition to the trail cameras,
CDFW relies on help from the public to glean information about wolves in California. The public
can report wolf sightings on CDFW gray wolf
website at www.wildlife.ca.gov/Conservation/
Mammals/Gray-Wolf/Sighting-Report. For more
information about staying safe in wolf-occupied
areas, including what people should do if they encounter a wolf, please visit www.wildlife.ca.gov/
Conservation/Mammals/Gray-Wolf/FAQ.
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Colorado Letter To The Editor
Predicted EPA Spill –
Motive: So EPA Could Secure
Superfund Status….

This is interesting. Last week, a small EPA-supervised work
crew inspecting the Gold King mine in Colorado “accidentally”
knocked a hole in a waste pit, releasing at least three million
gallons of acidic water containing toxic heavy metals.
Gateway Pundit shares a letter to the editor written a week
earlier, and published in a local town newspaper, written by
a retired geologist, who predicted a week earlier that the EPA
would create the crisis in order to secure Superfund status for a
cleanup. From the GWP article drawing attention:
[…] The EPA pushed for nearly 25 years, to apply its Superfund program to the Gold King mine. If a leak occurred the
EPA would then receive superfund status. That is exactly what
happened.
The EPA today admitted they misjudged the pressure in the gold
mine before the spill – just as this editorial predicted.
The letter was included in their print edition on July 30, 2015.
The spill occurred one week later.

Surrounded By Ring of Fire
Hayfork, Denny, Ruth & Hyampom
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continued from page 1

Team 2 with 22,767 acres burnt, 50% containment. The Mad River Complex and
the Route Complex have merged for management purposes. Both complexes are
under the command of Doug Turman, of the Northern Rockies Type 1 Incident
Management Team. The Route Fire stands at 34,350 acres burnt, 37% contained
and the Mad RIver Fire at 30,084 acres burnt with 65% containment. The River Complex consists of two fires at New River Drainage near the communities
of Dailey Ranch, Hoboken and Denny. Incident Commander is Chris Ourada of
Great Basin Team #2 with 48,099 acres burnt with 22% containment. The phenomena of a smoke inversion has kept the intensity of the fire behavior moderate
and has helped firefighters in their efforts.
While smoke conditions within Trinity County is mostly rated at the 5th worst
level “Unhealthy” both Hayfork and Hyampom are rated at the worse possible:
“Hazardous”. Widfire smoke is known to be 10 times worse than cigarette
smoke. The following groups should remain indoors and keep activity levels
low: People with heart or lung disease; children and older adults. Everyone else
should avoid prolonged or heavy exertion.U.S. Forest Service Forest Closure Order #14-15-05 prohibits the public from going into or on National Forest System
lands within the Fork, South, Route, and Mad River Fire Complexes.

Mad River briefing

Hazard tree comes down - Rail Fire

Ironside
Mountain
Lookout
gets wrapped
Mad River Camp

Report From Heart of Denny
by Kim May

We will find out tomorrow for certain if they will lift the mandatory
evacuation on the Denny Road. We
compiled a list of land owners and
care takers for the Incident commander hopefully making it easier
to make access and traffic on the
road easier. Originally they wanted to keep the road open to just
semi trucks (moving heavy equipment) and huge fire trucks that
were camping in Willow Creek.
They moved the strike camp to the
big field here and that has helped
with traffic. Their main concern
was safety which we totally understand. We had fire on both sides
of the road for weeks (trees you
could land a plane on) they were
just massive. Right now their concern is for structures, they have set
a line between ironside mountain
and highway 299 trying to keep it
from getting to the freeway. They
are also concentrating on the slip-

page from the top into Hoopa. As for our
back country and up the denny road to the
bridge (or trail heads) they are going to let
it work its self out. We have sprinklers on
all our water tanks,& water lines. We have
water bladders up and down the main road
here in town. We have this crazy inversion
that keeps the smoke on the ground making it impossible to use helicopters. For the
most part everything is being done by a hand
crew, of men and woman from every part
of the country (which is kind of cool). Our
argument with the Sheriff and incident commander is, for those of us that live here in
Denny we have had to brave the Denny road
for..well, forever. The fire is really no big
deal, we have had major rock slides, missing
roads, downed trees and large equipment on
a regular basis. We have incredible common
sense and experience driving this crazy road.
yes, the fire is scary, but we suggested a pilot
car, or one way or scheduled times we can
leave..leaving the road for fire fighters alone.
We will see what happens next. The pictures
kind of speak for themselves..we have internet and everyone here has their own power
source and our water is still good (full of ash
but whats not!) Taking it one day at a time.
River fire - Photo by Lindy Day

This photo, from the Rail Fire on the Fork Complex, shows a 65- inch diameter hazard
tree that was damaged and weakened by a previous fire. This type of damage is called a
“cat face”, which is a hollowed out section of the main trunk, usually near the ground.
This tree had lost its structural integrity, so presented a risk to crews.

I think we are gonna need a bigger axe!

